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Report on Undergraduate Student Profiling. December 2002. Peter G. Knight



Undergraduate Student Profiling Dr. Peter G. Knight, School of Earth Sciences and Geography, Keele University Report on an Innovation Project funded as part of Keele's Learning and Teaching Strategy. February 2001 - December 2002



Jump direct to: Introduction Profiling Pack Evaluation and conclusion



INTRODUCTION Overall Aim The aim of this project was to provide a template for undergraduate student profiling that could easily be adapted for use in any Keele undergraduate programme, thereby facilitating the adoption of profiling throughout the University. The completed template, the “Profiling Pack”, forms the core of this report.



Background Student profiling is a career-long procedure whereby students develop and maintain a documentary record of their learning experiences. Correctly implemented, profiling should form the core of each student's management of his or her own learning. Profiling has been proposed (for example by the HEFCE funded Science Education Enhancement and Development programme - SEED) as a way of improving students’ ability to take responsibility for their own learning, and of marshalling a portfolio of documented experience that students can use in seeking employment after completing their studies. Profiling is also important, especially in a University structure such as Keele's, as a way of helping students to steer their path through the options of modular degree courses. Students are required (with the help of academic staff) to identify their own strengths and weaknesses, and to identify (using course skills maps) modules that will either provide training in their weak areas or focus assessment in their areas of strength. Overall, profiling provides a motivation for students to engage with their learning experience and a framework within which they can structure the self-led elements of their learning programme.
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Notwithstanding its benefits, there are many problems to be overcome in implementing student profiling. Profiling is a major undertaking, and if improperly planned it could require huge amounts of staff time, could swamp both students and administrative staff with paperwork, and could serve to confuse rather than elucidate learning pathways. A major problem in the first years of using profiling is to convince both staff and students of its value. It is important that the introductory documentation and style of implementation should not make profiling seem like “hard work”, and it is important that the value of profiling should quickly become self evident to those who are involved in it. This will depend on (a) being able to demonstrate that profiling has been well researched and tested and (b) being able to accommodate the needs of both staff and students in the profiling procedure. The keys to success in implementing and embedding the procedure will be its ease of use and its visible effectiveness.



Specific Objectives (Outcomes) The end result of this project is a template "profiling pack", comprising all the documentation and materials required for the profiling of one student for the length of their academic career. Departments may use the profiling pack "as is" or will be able to adapt it in accordance with any unique requirements of their course. For example, each course's profiling pack may make reference to specific items from that course's skills map. The project provides set of experience-based guidelines for profiling in the Keele context, including: 1. A “Profiling Pack” comprising:  an introduction and instructions for staff and students  document templates for all necessary forms, questionnaires and record sheets 2. A summary of staff and student reactions to a pilot profiling scheme. 3. A summary of the strengths and weaknesses in the profiling system tested during this project



PROFILING PACK: Profiling Pack starts on next page. Jump ahead to: Evaluation and conclusions Go back to Introduction
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School of Earth Sciences and Geography



GEOGRAPHY



Student Profiling Pack Contents 1. Introductory Notes 2. Profiling Forms          



         



Hello form (with attendance sheet on reverse) Meeting 1 Skills Profile and Priorities form Meeting 1-2 Action Plan form Semester 1 Record form Meeting 2 Skills Profile and Priorities form Meeting 2-3 Action Plan form Semester 2 Record form Meeting 3 Skills Profile and Priorities form Meeting 3-4 Action Plan form Semester 3 Record form
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Meeting 4 Skills Profile and Priorities form Meeting 4-5 Action Plan form Semester 4 Record form Meeting 5 Skills Profile and Priorities form Meeting 5-6 Action Plan form Semester 5 Record form Meeting 6 Skills Profile and Priorities form Meeting 6 Action Plan form Semester 6 Record form Work Experience and Activities form
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What is Profiling? Profiling is a procedure that helps you to get the most out of your undergraduate studies. It is a way of taking responsibility for your work and managing your activities at Keele in a way that will help you to succeed academically and to lay the foundations for your future career. Profiling is all about recording your achievements, identifying your strengths and weaknesses, and setting clear targets for the future. It is a continuous process of appraisal, reflection and planning. You will have a meeting with a tutor to discuss your profile once each semester, but maintaining your profile and managing your learning is up to you. The overall objective of profiling is to enable you to build up a personal profile or portfolio that includes a record of your academic success, of the skills that you have acquired and of the experience that you have gained. As the profile grows year by year you will use it to help you make choices about how you develop your programme of study, and to identify the portfolio of skills, knowledge and experience that you can carry forward into your future career.



How does Profiling Help? Profiling enables you:  To learn and practice self-appraisal and personal management  To take responsibility for your own learning  To manage your time and your activities  To review and record your achievements  To identify and consolidate your strengths  To recognise weaknesses that you need to work on  To improve your academic performance  To develop skills that will increase your employability  To set clear goals for yourself  To assemble information for your CV and job applications  To build an impressive portfolio to show potential employers



The Purpose of this Profiling Pack Your profiling pack, which includes these introductory notes, is given to you right at the start of your degree programme. It has all the information that you need to start developing your profile, along with copies of all the forms that you will need to complete as part of the profiling procedure over your years of study. You should also watch out for additional notices about profiling on your Year Notice Board. The first thing you should do is read these notes, and then start to prepare for your first profiling meeting.
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How does Profiling Work? Profiling is based on you getting into the habit of thinking hard about what you are doing, what you are getting out of it, and what you should be aiming to achieve in the immediate future. As part of that you will keep a record of your activities, make notes on targets and achievements as you progress through your degree programme, and have meetings with your profiling tutor to discuss your profile. To help you, we provide you with documents that you can fill in and keep as a record of your developing profile. We also provide you with a personal profiling tutor, who will invite you for a meeting once each semester. Your tutor will keep a record of your meetings, but it will be up to you to keep your profiling documents up to date, to keep all the forms together as they develop into a substantial portfolio, and to take charge of the management of your undergraduate profile.



 Your profiling folder Your profiling pack comes in a folder that you can use to store all the documents that you produce as part of your profile. These will include the "Skills Profiles and Priorities" forms, the "Action Plan" forms and the "Semester Record" forms that you complete for your meetings with your tutor. You can also use the folder to keep information on work experience or extracurricular activities (a form is provided for recording details of these), and an up-to-date copy of your CV. By the time you leave Keele, your folder will be an impressive Student Profile. You will notice that the forms in your pack are colour coded by the year in which you will use them: 1st year forms are BLUE 2nd year forms are YELLOW 3rd year forms are PINK forms that you will use throughout all three years are WHITE







Meetings with your Tutor



Your profiling tutor will invite you to a meeting once each semester. The meeting will last about 15 minutes, and it will provide an opportunity to:   



Identify strengths and weaknesses in your academic profile. Agree a brief Action Plan for the following semester. Discuss any other matters that you may wish to raise.



It is essential that you bring your profiling folder, with everything up-to-date, to each meeting. On the next page you will find more information about how you should prepare for these meetings.
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Your 1st Profiling Meeting You will be invited to your first meeting early in the first semester. You must watch the Firstyear Notice Board for information about when and where that meeting will take place. It is your responsibility to make sure you attend. In advance of this meeting you must:  Complete the "Hello" form.  Complete the Meeting 1 "Skills Profile and Priorities" form.  Prepare a short CV. You must take all these documents, and the rest of your profiling pack, to the meeting. Your tutor will keep the "Hello" form, but return all the other documents to you for safe keeping. Following the meeting you must:  Complete the "Plan" sections of the Meeting 1-2 "Action Plan" form.



Your 2nd and subsequent Meetings. You will be invited to a meeting with your tutor in the early part of each semester. You must watch the notice board for information about when and where the meetings will occur. You must remember to take all you profiling documents to the meeting.    



In advance of each meeting you must: Complete the "Outcome" section of the previous meeting's "Action Plan" form. Complete the "Skills Profile and Priorities" form for the present meeting. Complete copies of the "Work Experience and Activities" form as appropriate. Update your CV.







Following each meeting you must: Complete the "Plan" sections of the meeting's "Action Plan" form.
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Summary of Procedures 1. On arrival. Students are issued with a "Profiling Pack" when they register in the School. The Pack comprises a folder containing: introductory documentation and blank copies of all the profiling forms the students will use. 2. Induction. The purpose and organisation of Profiling is explained to students by a member of academic staff during the students' Principal Course induction lecture. Further information and explanation may be given if necessary during tutorials or other classes during the first part of the first semester. 3. 1st Profiling Meeting. Students meet with a profiling tutor early in the first semester. In advance of this meeting students will:  Complete the "Hello" form.  Complete the Meeting 1 "Skills Profile and Priorities" form.  Prepare a short CV. Following the meeting students will:  Complete the "Plan" sections of the Meeting 1-2 "Action Plan" form. Following the meeting Tutors will:  Retain the "Hello" forms.  Complete and retain the "Meeting 1" section of each student's attendance sheet 4. 2nd and subsequent Profiling Meetings. Students meet with a profiling tutor in the early part of each semester, bringing with them for discussion all their profiling documents. In advance of each meeting students will:  Complete the "Outcome" section of the previous meeting's "Action Plan" form.  Complete the "Skills Profile and Priorities" form for the present meeting.  Complete copies of the "Work Experience and Extra-curricular Activities" form as appropriate.  Update their CV. Following each meeting students will:  Complete the "Plan" sections of the meeting's "Action Plan" form. Following the meeting Tutors will:  Update and retain each student's attendance sheet.



5. Attendance Profiling tutors will record attendance at profiling meetings on the reverse of the "Hello" form. Profiling is not assessed, but if students decline to take advantage of the opportunity to take part in profiling, their non-attendance or poor performance will be recorded in their file.
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The "Hello!" Form Please complete this form in advance of your first Profiling Meeting, and give it to your Profiling Tutor when you meet. The information will help your tutor to get to know you, and to give you the best advice about your studies. It would be a good idea to keep a copy of the form so that you remember what you wrote!



Name: ………………………………………………… Principal Courses: ……………………………………



1.



Year of Entry to Keele: …….



What led you to choose to study Geography as part of your degree course?



2. What interests or hobbies do you have outside academic work?



3. What do you consider to be your main achievements, academic or otherwise? (e.g. in sports, community work, music, professional work, or personal life.)



4. What do you most want to get out of your time at Keele? (e.g. vocational skills, new friends, develop non-academic interests, qualification for employment?)



5. How do you rate your academic skills and learning so far in your career and what do you see as your greatest (academic) strengths and weaknesses?



6. Do you have a specific career in mind for when you finish your degree at Keele?



Thanks! 8
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Attendance Record (to be completed by the tutor)



Attendance (/ x)



Tutor



Date



Meeting



Student's Name: ……………………



Comments



1



2



3



4



5



6 Space for additional meetings or comments
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Skills Profile and Priorities Student's Name ………..………



For Profiling meeting no. 1 Date: ………



Skills: self-appraisal Please rate your performance or ability in each of the skills listed below, grading "A" for excellent, "B+" for good, "B-" for average, "C" for poor, or "D" for very poor. Take your time to think carefully about your abilities, and answer honestly and realistically. Do not worry if some of your grades are low: it is important to identify areas that need attention, as well as areas where you are already doing well. SKILL STUDY SKILLS (e.g. information searching, note taking, etc…) WRITING GOOD ENGLISH (Grammar, spelling, construction, etc) VERBAL COMMUNICATION (e.g. presentations, seminars, discussion…) IT (Information Technology) (e.g. computers, word processing, e-mail…) NUMERACY (e.g. maths, data handling…)



Personal Rating



SKILL



Personal Rating



GRAPHICACY (e.g. producing visual materials such as maps/posters/diagrams) COGNITIVE SKILLS (e.g. conceptualising, problem solving, reflection…) INTERPERSONAL SKILLS (e.g. teamwork, dealing with people…) CURRENT AFFAIRS (knowledge of world events relevant to your subject) EMPLOYMENT (e.g. work experience, careers…)



Priorities Please identify below the skills that you feel you most need to improve, listing up to three in order of priority. Take into account not only your self-appraisal (above) but also your academic requirements for success, your personal aspirations, and your career plans. The three skills you most want to work on improving are:



1.



……………………………………………………………………………..



2.



……………………………………………………………………………..



3.



……………………………………………………………………………..
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Action Plan Name: ………………………………………..



For action between meetings 1 and 2 .



Immediately after your profiling meeting, you should complete the "Plan" sections of this form in the light of the discussions you had with your tutor and the items you listed on your "Skills Profile and Priorities" form. You should complete the "Outcomes" sections of this form immediately before your next profiling meeting, to record what progress you have made towards achieving your plans. SKILLS Plan



Outcomes



KNOWLEDGE Plan



Outcomes



PERSONAL EXPERIENCE Plan



Outcomes



CAREERS Plan



Outcomes
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Semester Record Name: ……………………..…………..



For meeting: 2



Date: …………....



Record of semester: Autumn / Spring 20__



You should complete this report on the previous semester before you have your profiling meeting. It gives you an opportunity to reflect on the work you did, and the success that you achieved. GEOGRAPHY MODULES OR UNITS TAKEN DURING THE SEMESTER: Course no. or title



Marks achieved*



Your assessment of what went well, what went badly, and how much you got out of the course.



* Please remember that marks are provisional until confirmed by the relevant end-of-year examiners' board



COMMENTS You may wish to record here some general comments about the semester's work
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Skills Profile and Priorities Student's Name ………..………



For Profiling meeting no. 2 Date: ………



Skills: self-appraisal Please rate your performance or ability in each of the skills listed below, grading "A" for excellent, "B+" for good, "B-" for average, "C" for poor, or "D" for very poor. Take your time to think carefully about your abilities, and answer honestly and realistically. Do not worry if some of your grades are low: it is important to identify areas that need attention, as well as areas where you are already doing well. SKILL STUDY SKILLS (e.g. information searching, note taking, etc…) WRITING GOOD ENGLISH (Grammar, spelling, construction, etc) VERBAL COMMUNICATION (e.g. presentations, seminars, discussion…) IT (Information Technology) (e.g. computers, word processing, e-mail…) NUMERACY (e.g. maths, data handling…)



Personal Rating



SKILL



Personal Rating



GRAPHICACY (e.g. producing visual materials such as maps/posters/diagrams) COGNITIVE SKILLS (e.g. conceptualising, problem solving, reflection…) INTERPERSONAL SKILLS (e.g. teamwork, dealing with people…) CURRENT AFFAIRS (knowledge of world events relevant to your subject) EMPLOYMENT (e.g. work experience, careers…)



Priorities Please identify below the skills that you feel you most need to improve, listing up to three in order of priority. Take into account not only your self-appraisal (above) but also your academic requirements for success, your personal aspirations, and your career plans. The three skills you most want to work on improving are:



1.



……………………………………………………………………………..



2.



……………………………………………………………………………..



3.



……………………………………………………………………………..
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Action Plan Name: ………………………………………..



For action between meetings 2 and 3 .



Immediately after your profiling meeting, you should complete the "Plan" sections of this form in the light of the discussions you had with your tutor and the items you listed on your "Skills Profile and Priorities" form. You should complete the "Outcomes" sections of this form immediately before your next profiling meeting, to record what progress you have made towards achieving your plans. SKILLS Plan



Outcomes



KNOWLEDGE Plan



Outcomes



PERSONAL EXPERIENCE Plan



Outcomes



CAREERS Plan



Outcomes
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Semester Record Name: ……………………..…………..



For meeting: 3



Date: …………....



Record of semester: Autumn / Spring 20__



You should complete this report on the previous semester before you have your profiling meeting. It gives you an opportunity to reflect on the work you did, and the success that you achieved. GEOGRAPHY MODULES OR UNITS TAKEN DURING THE SEMESTER: Course no. or title



Marks achieved*



Your assessment of what went well, what went badly, and how much you got out of the course.



* Please remember that marks are provisional until confirmed by the relevant end-of-year examiners' board



COMMENTS You may wish to record here some general comments about the semester's work
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Skills Profile and Priorities Student's Name ………..………



For Profiling meeting no. 3 Date: ………



Skills: self-appraisal Please rate your performance or ability in each of the skills listed below, grading "A" for excellent, "B+" for good, "B-" for average, "C" for poor, or "D" for very poor. Take your time to think carefully about your abilities, and answer honestly and realistically. Do not worry if some of your grades are low: it is important to identify areas that need attention, as well as areas where you are already doing well. SKILL STUDY SKILLS (e.g. information searching, note taking, etc…) WRITING GOOD ENGLISH (Grammar, spelling, construction, etc) VERBAL COMMUNICATION (e.g. presentations, seminars, discussion…) IT (Information Technology) (e.g. computers, word processing, e-mail…) NUMERACY (e.g. maths, data handling…)



Personal Rating



SKILL



Personal Rating



GRAPHICACY (e.g. producing visual materials such as maps/posters/diagrams) COGNITIVE SKILLS (e.g. conceptualising, problem solving, reflection…) INTERPERSONAL SKILLS (e.g. teamwork, dealing with people…) CURRENT AFFAIRS (knowledge of world events relevant to your subject) EMPLOYMENT (e.g. work experience, careers…)



Priorities Please identify below the skills that you feel you most need to improve, listing up to three in order of priority. Take into account not only your self-appraisal (above) but also your academic requirements for success, your personal aspirations, and your career plans. The three skills you most want to work on improving are:



1.



……………………………………………………………………………..



2.



……………………………………………………………………………..



3.



……………………………………………………………………………..
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Action Plan Name: ………………………………………..



For action between meetings 3 and 4 .



Immediately after your profiling meeting, you should complete the "Plan" sections of this form in the light of the discussions you had with your tutor and the items you listed on your "Skills Profile and Priorities" form. You should complete the "Outcomes" sections of this form immediately before your next profiling meeting, to record what progress you have made towards achieving your plans. SKILLS Plan



Outcomes



KNOWLEDGE Plan



Outcomes



PERSONAL EXPERIENCE Plan



Outcomes



CAREERS Plan



Outcomes
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Semester Record Name: ……………………..…………..



For meeting: 4



Date: …………....



Record of semester: Autumn / Spring 20__



You should complete this report on the previous semester before you have your profiling meeting. It gives you an opportunity to reflect on the work you did, and the success that you achieved. GEOGRAPHY MODULES OR UNITS TAKEN DURING THE SEMESTER: Course no. or title



Marks achieved*



Your assessment of what went well, what went badly, and how much you got out of the course.



* Please remember that marks are provisional until confirmed by the relevant end-of-year examiners' board



COMMENTS You may wish to record here some general comments about the semester's work
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Skills Profile and Priorities Student's Name ………..………



For Profiling meeting no. 4 Date: ………



Skills: self-appraisal Please rate your performance or ability in each of the skills listed below, grading "A" for excellent, "B+" for good, "B-" for average, "C" for poor, or "D" for very poor. Take your time to think carefully about your abilities, and answer honestly and realistically. Do not worry if some of your grades are low: it is important to identify areas that need attention, as well as areas where you are already doing well. SKILL STUDY SKILLS (e.g. information searching, note taking, etc…) WRITING GOOD ENGLISH (Grammar, spelling, construction, etc) VERBAL COMMUNICATION (e.g. presentations, seminars, discussion…) IT (Information Technology) (e.g. computers, word processing, e-mail…) NUMERACY (e.g. maths, data handling…)



Personal Rating



SKILL



Personal Rating



GRAPHICACY (e.g. producing visual materials such as maps/posters/diagrams) COGNITIVE SKILLS (e.g. conceptualising, problem solving, reflection…) INTERPERSONAL SKILLS (e.g. teamwork, dealing with people…) CURRENT AFFAIRS (knowledge of world events relevant to your subject) EMPLOYMENT (e.g. work experience, careers…)



Priorities Please identify below the skills that you feel you most need to improve, listing up to three in order of priority. Take into account not only your self-appraisal (above) but also your academic requirements for success, your personal aspirations, and your career plans. The three skills you most want to work on improving are:



1.



……………………………………………………………………………..



2.



……………………………………………………………………………..



3.



……………………………………………………………………………..
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Action Plan Name: ………………………………………..



For action between meetings 4 and 5 .



Immediately after your profiling meeting, you should complete the "Plan" sections of this form in the light of the discussions you had with your tutor and the items you listed on your "Skills Profile and Priorities" form. You should complete the "Outcomes" sections of this form immediately before your next profiling meeting, to record what progress you have made towards achieving your plans. SKILLS Plan



Outcomes



KNOWLEDGE Plan



Outcomes



PERSONAL EXPERIENCE Plan



Outcomes



CAREERS Plan



Outcomes
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Semester Record Name: ……………………..…………..



For meeting: 5



Date: …………....



Record of semester: Autumn / Spring 20__



You should complete this report on the previous semester before you have your profiling meeting. It gives you an opportunity to reflect on the work you did, and the success that you achieved. GEOGRAPHY MODULES OR UNITS TAKEN DURING THE SEMESTER: Course no. or title



Marks achieved*



Your assessment of what went well, what went badly, and how much you got out of the course.



* Please remember that marks are provisional until confirmed by the relevant end-of-year examiners' board



COMMENTS You may wish to record here some general comments about the semester's work
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Skills Profile and Priorities Student's Name ………..………



For Profiling meeting no. 5 Date: ………



Skills: self-appraisal Please rate your performance or ability in each of the skills listed below, grading "A" for excellent, "B+" for good, "B-" for average, "C" for poor, or "D" for very poor. Take your time to think carefully about your abilities, and answer honestly and realistically. Do not worry if some of your grades are low: it is important to identify areas that need attention, as well as areas where you are already doing well. SKILL STUDY SKILLS (e.g. information searching, note taking, etc…) WRITING GOOD ENGLISH (Grammar, spelling, construction, etc) VERBAL COMMUNICATION (e.g. presentations, seminars, discussion…) IT (Information Technology) (e.g. computers, word processing, e-mail…) NUMERACY (e.g. maths, data handling…)



Personal Rating



SKILL



Personal Rating



GRAPHICACY (e.g. producing visual materials such as maps/posters/diagrams) COGNITIVE SKILLS (e.g. conceptualising, problem solving, reflection…) INTERPERSONAL SKILLS (e.g. teamwork, dealing with people…) CURRENT AFFAIRS (knowledge of world events relevant to your subject) EMPLOYMENT (e.g. work experience, careers…)



Priorities Please identify below the skills that you feel you most need to improve, listing up to three in order of priority. Take into account not only your self-appraisal (above) but also your academic requirements for success, your personal aspirations, and your career plans. The three skills you most want to work on improving are:



1.



……………………………………………………………………………..



2.



……………………………………………………………………………..



3.



……………………………………………………………………………..
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Action Plan Name: ………………………………………..



For action between meetings 5 and 6 .



Immediately after your profiling meeting, you should complete the "Plan" sections of this form in the light of the discussions you had with your tutor and the items you listed on your "Skills Profile and Priorities" form. You should complete the "Outcomes" sections of this form immediately before your next profiling meeting, to record what progress you have made towards achieving your plans. SKILLS Plan



Outcomes



KNOWLEDGE Plan



Outcomes



PERSONAL EXPERIENCE Plan



Outcomes



CAREERS Plan



Outcomes
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Semester Record Name: ……………………..…………..



For meeting: 6



Date: …………....



Record of semester: Autumn / Spring 20__



You should complete this report on the previous semester before you have your profiling meeting. It gives you an opportunity to reflect on the work you did, and the success that you achieved. GEOGRAPHY MODULES OR UNITS TAKEN DURING THE SEMESTER: Course no. or title



Marks achieved*



Your assessment of what went well, what went badly, and how much you got out of the course.



* Please remember that marks are provisional until confirmed by the relevant end-of-year examiners' board



COMMENTS You may wish to record here some general comments about the semester's work
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Skills Profile and Priorities Student's Name ………..………



For Profiling meeting no. 6 Date: ………



Skills: self-appraisal Please rate your performance or ability in each of the skills listed below, grading "A" for excellent, "B+" for good, "B-" for average, "C" for poor, or "D" for very poor. Take your time to think carefully about your abilities, and answer honestly and realistically. Do not worry if some of your grades are low: it is important to identify areas that need attention, as well as areas where you are already doing well. SKILL STUDY SKILLS (e.g. information searching, note taking, etc…) WRITING GOOD ENGLISH (Grammar, spelling, construction, etc) VERBAL COMMUNICATION (e.g. presentations, seminars, discussion…) IT (Information Technology) (e.g. computers, word processing, e-mail…) NUMERACY (e.g. maths, data handling…)



Personal Rating



SKILL



Personal Rating



GRAPHICACY (e.g. producing visual materials such as maps/posters/diagrams) COGNITIVE SKILLS (e.g. conceptualising, problem solving, reflection…) INTERPERSONAL SKILLS (e.g. teamwork, dealing with people…) CURRENT AFFAIRS (knowledge of world events relevant to your subject) EMPLOYMENT (e.g. work experience, careers…)



Priorities Please identify below the skills that you feel you most need to improve, listing up to three in order of priority. Take into account not only your self-appraisal (above) but also your academic requirements for success, your personal aspirations, and your career plans. The three skills you most want to work on improving are:



1.



……………………………………………………………………………..



2.



……………………………………………………………………………..



3.



……………………………………………………………………………..
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Action Plan Name: ………………………………………..



For action after meeting 6



Immediately after your profiling meeting, you should complete the "Plan" sections of this form in the light of the discussions you had with your tutor and the items you listed on your "Skills Profile and Priorities" form. You should complete the "Outcomes" sections of this form immediately before your next profiling meeting, to record what progress you have made towards achieving your plans. SKILLS Plan



Outcomes



KNOWLEDGE Plan



Outcomes



PERSONAL EXPERIENCE Plan



Outcomes



CAREERS Plan



Outcomes
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Work Experience and Other Activities You can use these forms to keep a record of your main activities outside Geography, and what you have learned from them. Give examples of the problems you have dealt with and the qualities or skills you have demonstrated. You can photocopy this form if you need additional copies. Your Name …………………….. Dates / Period: …………………….. Employer / Organisation / Location / Contact



Nature of job / activity



Skills developed / Qualities demonstrated (give evidence and examples)



Relevance to academic studies or career plans



Main benefit to you arising from this activity



Other Comments
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Undergraduate Student Profiling Report on an Innovation Project funded as part of Keele's Learning and Teaching Strategy. February 2001 - December 2002 Go back to Introduction Go back to start of Profiling Pack EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS Evaluation was carried out by running Undergraduate Student Profiling for 5 different Principal Courses within the School of Earth Sciences and Geography. During each semester and at the end of 1st Semester 2002-3, feedback was sought from colleagues. Feedback from students was collated from Profiling meetings, Tutorial groups, Staff Student Liaison Committees and informal discussions. Feedback from colleagues was collated from informal discussion with colleagues, by formal invitation for written feedback from colleagues in December 2003, and by formal discussion within the Learning and Teaching Committee and the various Course Management Committees of the School of Earth Sciences and Geography. Extracts from some extended reviews of staff experiences, which include reports of student feedback, are presented below: Feedback Samples From a member of academic staff: The profiling that I carried out with my tutees over the last two semesters seemed to be a worthwhile exercise from both their point of view and mine (I felt that I got to know them better from working through their responses to the profiling forms ). The only critical feedback received (and I agree with) is that there are too many forms. I suggest, therefore, the following modifications for your consideration: - Skills Profile and Priorities Form - have one form for all of academic year, rather than for each semester. This form could be filled in for the first meeting and then reviewed and updated, if necessary, during the second profiling meeting. - Action Plan Form - as for Skills Profile and Priorities form. - Semester Record Form have a single record card covering all years of degree so that students can obtain an overall view of their progression and achievements. If you don't like this then, as a compromise, one form per academic year would be OK. From a member of academic staff: I think the system is an excellent idea. The only problem with it is that only a handful of students really engage with the procedure. Consequently, half don't even bother turning up to meetings, whilst another 40% don't complete the sections on strengths/weaknesses, progression etc. Leaving 10% who take it seriously and benefit as a result. From a member of academic staff: My feelings are that the main problem lay in separating Profiling from the tutorial system - ie as a student you could meet different tutors. Nonattendance was significant especially after the first meeting. A simpler set of forms would have been helpful. There was too much emphasis on skills and too little on Geography per se. It definitely helped better, diligent students but did little to help the less committed, many of whom did not attend. Take up among year2 to invitations to come in last Autumn was poor.
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From a member of academic staff: Profiling was not effective as just an add-on to the geology tutoring system - it was, I think, perceived as just that, an add on and not taken particularly seriously by anyone. I have now incorporated profiling into the GEOL-106 skills & fieldwork module so in the first semester the get a seminar on what profiling is, how it works, why they are doing it etc. (PowerPoint attached). They will have another session from me after their exams on reflecting on exam performance (yet to be written) in advance of their second meeting. Strengths & weakness: It does benefit the keen, conscientious student who is prepared to take time out and reflect on their performance as it facilitates this process and the profiling pack could build into something useful for employers later ... but my natural cynicism suggests that the ones we would really want to help, the weaker students will not bother with it and consequently won't feel that it has helped, because it hasn't. It has proved very difficult to get these students to even attend a profiling meeting with their tutor. Does it work? ... I don't know. My hunch is that it would actually need a lot more work on behalf of tutors and students for it to be really effective. One seminar and one meeting a semester is perhaps not enough. A much more regular planning/action/feedback/reflection cycle is perhaps needed (maybe almost continuously) to keep the students focused on it. I've tried to keep the focus on attaining key skills in Geol-106 but even then one session a fortnight might not be enough. Other things perhaps need to be introduced e.g. keeping a skills diary etc. I don't know if the students will get to be 'skillsswamped' with the introduction of a skills centred new first year complementary studies programme. This all requires more staff effort in holding more tutorials and giving more feedback (to those who bother to turn up). I'm not sure how much some of my colleagues are 'into' skills and profiling (I know I wasn't until I had to teach it). It was at this point that I think the geography experiment foundered. Advantages ... it is something that can kick-start the tutor/tutee relationship more than red pen over an essay. Quick fix? ... make it count for more marks ... I know it's supposed to be for their benefit but it's the only way to get students to treat it more seriously. From a member of academic staff: My recent experiences of profiling (AES and Geology students) has been rather mixed. The initial exercise is a good way of finding out what/how the students need to develop in their 1st year but in practice it never goes further than that. Ultimately, students react to immediate situations or deadlines and therefore seek 'training/support' as the need arises. They are less focused toward continual development. As a result, we end up putting even more effort into something that is not appreciated or considered important. It's an excellent idea, but does not work with our current resources, I'm afraid. From a member of academic staff: I have had very mixed results from the profiling exercise, but on the whole I would judge it fairly negatively. I am not convinced that it is effective in cost/benefit terms. For those few students who really played the game conscientiously, it was probably a useful exercise, but in my experience the main problems were: 1) Poor student response - typically, and repeatedly, the following would happen. Out of perhaps 15 students in a year group, probably 7 would sign the list for a scheduled meeting, of those 7 probably 5 would turn up at the appointed time, of those 5 probably 3 would have completed and brought with them the appropriate form. 2) If it is to be successful the process needs more administrative resources to ensure that students know what it is all about and to make it fit into existing timetables etc 3) It needs careful co-ordination with other parts of our programme where staff are seeing students on an individual or small group basis, eg First year tutorials, second/third year dissertation supervision. 4) We have a very full and fair set of student support mechanisms in place, including profiling, but students appear to find it complicated and less effective than warranted by the effort we put into it. In principle I think it is an excellent idea, but in practice
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as universities move increasingly to a mass system and as our SSR in Geography in particular heads towards the mid or upper twenties I don’t believe that it is sustainable. From a member of academic staff: I thought the packs were well designed and I did get appropriate cooperation from the vast majority of students that I was to see, but haven't been able to follow through the longer-term results of getting them to think in this way. There is no doubt that "consumer resistance" exists as well as clearly some "staff resistance", which is understandable given the time commitments. I wonder if this latter problem could be addressed by analyzing the skills profiles in a group tutorial situation rather than individually. This might or might not necessitate some modification to the materials. Alternatively, but only for students who are based entirely within the School for their principal subjects, a single profile interview by a staff member aware of appropriate issues could work. From a member of academic staff: Overall I think that the idea of Profiling is a good one, but here are some comments: (1)- In Geology we have formal tutorials at the beginning of each semester in which Profiling is covered on a one-to-one format between Personal Tutor and Tutee. In my experience, all of the year 1 student come to the first tutorial with their profiling packs and completed forms. By tutorial 2 there is some fall-out and there always be a couple of students who "forget" to bring their profiling packs to the meeting. By year 2 it is only the good students who take profiling seriously. The others tend to use a range of excuses "lost my Profiling pack", "I can't see the point of it", "why should I do it because it doesn't count to any assessment". (2) - Many Geology students also do one of the Geography degree routes which has involved them doing Profiling twice. (3)- There are too many forms in the Profiling pack. We have spoken about this before, but perhaps if the exercise could be simplified there may be a better take up. (4)- The Hello form is very useful for "breaking the ice" at the first tutorial. Semester record form is also very useful for CV up-dates, job applications, etc. (5)- Profilingtype procedures are now standard procedure in most companies, so this exercise at University is good practice. However, the exercise is used in companies for determining promotion and sending staff on courses. For example, you might question the usefulness of the 'Skills Profile and Priorities' form where the student self-assess his/her skills in topics like Physics, numeracy. If someone rates themselves as D in Physics what do we do about it? We do not arrange course in Physics to help that student. In short, I question the usefulness of this form. In summary, I think that Profiling is useful and that the School (all subjects) should continue with it, provided it can be simplified and we avoid making students having to do it twice as part of both of their Principal subjects. Some students obviously get a lot from Profiling, it is good experience for what many of them will have to do on a regular basis during their careers and it looks good for QA. Summary of problematic issues to be resolved 



Reluctance of all but the best students to engage with the process while it is nonassessed work.







Staff time required to hold individual profiling meetings twice per year for all students.







The balance between making the paperwork simple yet comprehensive.







Integrating profiling with other aspects of the Course Specification for different course. 30
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Possible solutions to these problems (1) Require students to incorporate completed profiling documentation from the entire length of the course as part of the portfolio of coursework that students submit for possible inspection by examiners at the end of the course. This would add an element of “credit” that students can work for, without specifically imposing an assessment scheme on a process that is supposed to be based on self-motivation. The profiling pack would not be routinely assessed, but could be used as additional evidence in the case of borderline students or students with unusual circumstances. (2) Either: Combine profiling meetings with existing routine meetings such as first year tutorials, semesterly progress reviews, etc. Incorporate introductory materials and annual refresher minilectures into existing (skills) modules. Cover material common to all students in group meetings, reducing the pressure on individual time slots. Or: Make the whole profiling exercise optional, with no compulsory profiling meetings. This might be an attractive option in courses with very high student-staff ratios. (3) Reduce the number of individual forms that students are required to fill in to produce a “slimline” profiling pack that would be the default option for all students. Students wishing to expand their profiling experience could opt for the extended (“classic”) pack. The default slimline version could be reduced to one form per semester. Individual courses or departments adopting profiling would have to edit the forms and procedures to suit the characteristics of the course, the requirements of the students, and the staff-student ratio of the programme.



Conclusions and recommendations Profiling does offer a potentially useful way to encourage students to take responsibility for their own learning, to reflect upon their learning experiences, to manage their progress and to record their achievements. The profiling pack developed in this project constitutes a transferable template that can be adapted for use by courses throughout Keele. Individual course teams could adapt the precise content of the forms and the structure of the process to suit their specific circumstances. The pilot implementations of profiling within the School of Earth Sciences and Geography have revealed that many students are reluctant to engage with profiling because it does not have any assessment value. Assessing profiling would defeat the object of using it as a tool for encouraging self-motivation, but requiring the profiling packs to be submitted for inspection with the end-of-course coursework portfolio could be an effective compromise. In its present form profiling requires substantial staff commitment. In some courses where it has been implemented as part of this project (e.g. Geography, Human Geography and Physical Geography) staff have found the pressure of student numbers unbearable and profiling has proved to be unsustainable in its present form in the face of diminishing staff resources and increasing student numbers. A more streamlined form of profiling needs to be developed for such cases.
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Budget The project was funded by an award of £2000 from the Learning and Teaching Committee. These funds allowed the School of Earth Sciences and Geography to arrange for the redeployment of teaching within the school, the employment of additional teaching staff from outside the school, re-allocation of administrative loads within the school and allocation of equipment funds for work associated with the project. The primary use of funds was to ease the regular teaching load of the staff member working on the project.  Teaching replacement for 2 x weekly level-1 tutorial groups in module GEOG-117.  Teaching replacement for assorted other teaching (Sections of modules GEOG-234 and GEOG-315 including lecture and tutorial commitments).  Part-payment for computer equipment used in the development of the project and in facilitating time-saving on existing commitments.
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